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Building safety report 

Name of School:-Baba jora Singh Memorial Public School, 

Gurbaxpura.(Distt. Sangrur) 

As per report of Sh. Manpreet Singh Junier Engineer on his visually inspection, the 

above mentioned school seems visually safe subject to the following observations 

and conditions 

1. However, the Parameters to check the stability and safety of building such as 

Architectural Drawings, Bearing capacity, Foundation details, Structural 

drawings, Technical Speciífications, Test reports of Material used and Quality 

control reports are not available. 

2. In case any addition, alteration, expansion and modification to this building 

are required to be done, regarding this inspection of undersigned may be 

arranged and obtained a certificate after the completion from the 

undersigned. 
3. In the case of building is affected by flood or if there is any settlement of walls 

foundation of roof etc. immediately inspection of the undersigned be arranged 

to check the stability and safety of the building 
4. A separate certificate regarding Fire Fighting should be obtained from the 

competent Authority. 
5. A separate certificate regarding Electrical works should be obtained be from 

the competent Authority. 

6. The owner of the building/ Management is fully responsible regarding safety 

of the building from all angles in spite of this report. 

7. This report is for the covered area of the building as per Drawing submitted 

by the owner. 

8. This report is not valid for legal purpose 
As per visually inspection as reported by the concerned Assistant Engineer 

the above building may be used for normal use for One year up to 31/03/2023 

subject to the above conditions. 

Sub-asional Engineer, 
Provl. Sub Division, 

RWD B&R Malerkotla. 


